The following busses will ply at 07:30 am from during BE I/IV, II/IV, III/IV, IV/IV Main Examinations.
May/June -2014-15 to the Examination Centre CBIT as mentioned below.

**ROUTE I (BUS NO: 5A) { CO – ORDINATORS : D. PRANAY, LAB ASST .CELL NO : 8125117123}**

MECS ➔ KOTI MEDICAL ➔ LAKDI-KA-POOL ➔ MEHDIPATNAM ➔ CBIT

**ROUTE II (BUS NO 14C) { CO – ORDINATORS : SHANKARIAH, LAB ASST .CELL NO : 9848834560, NARESH KUMAR, LAB ASST. CELL NO : 9000207017}**

MECS ➔ DILSUKNAGAR ➔ OMNI HOSPITALS ➔ LB NAGAR ➔ SAGAR X ROAD ➔ OWAISI

**ROUTE III (BUS NO 6B) { CO – ORDINATORS : G.SRIHARI, LAB ASST .CELL NO : 8801410266,}**

UPPAL X ROAD ➔ HABSIGUDA SWATHI GRAND ➔ TARNAKA RTC HOSPITAL ➔ VIDYANAGAR ➔ SHANKERMUTT

FEVER HOSPITAL ➔ NARAYANAGUDA FLYOVER ➔ HIMAYATNAGAR ➔ LIBERTY ➔ LAKDIKAPOOL

BRIDGE ➔ MINERVA HOTEL

MASAB TANK ➔ MEHDIPATNAM ➔ LANGER HOUSE ➔ CBIT